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What happens to other air 
pollutants?

CO
USA 1980-2012 trend: -5% /year

www.epa.gov/
airtrends/
carbon.html



What happens to other air 
pollutants?

Ozone
USA 1980-2012 trend: -1% / year

www.epa.gov/
airtrends/
ozone.html



What happens to other air 
pollutants?

Lead
USA 1980-2012 trend: -7% / year

www.epa.gov/
airtrends/
lead.html



What happens to other air 
pollutants?

Nitrogen dioxide
USA 1980-2012 trend: -3% / year

www.epa.gov/
airtrends/
nitrogen.html



What happens to other air 
pollutants?

Particulate Matter 2.5
USA 2000-2012 trend: -4% / year

www.epa.gov/
airtrends/
pm.html



What happens to other air 
pollutants?

Particulate Matter 10
USA 1990-2012 trend: -2% / year

www.epa.gov/
airtrends/
pm.html



What happens to other air 
pollutants?

Sulfur dioxide
USA 1980-2012 trend: -5% / year

www.epa.gov/
airtrends/
sulfur.html



What happens to light pollution, 
instead?

Light pollution: Energy consumption for public 
lighting in Italy

Updated from:
Falchi, F., 2011, Campaign of 
sky brightness and extinction 
measurements using a 
portable CCD camera

Electric consumption for public lighting in Italy
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What happens to light pollution?

light flux: +4% average yearly growth
Total public light flux in

EmiliaRomagna+Lombardia+Veneto
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Updated from:
Falchi, F., 2011, Campaign of 
sky brightness and extinction 
measurements using a 
portable CCD camera

Increase due to
Installed power
increase
Increase in 
efficiency of
new lamps
replacing
olders



Italian 
regional 
laws

• Blue: 0% ULOR
•• Light blueLight blue: 0% 

with some 
exceptions

•• YellowYellow: <3% ULOR
• Red: >3%, generic

laws with no 
technical
prescriptions

• White: no laws Updated from:
Falchi, F., 2011, Campaign of 
sky brightness and extinction 
measurements using a 
portable CCD camera



Main Prescriptions in the 
‘blue’ regions

In most Italian regions laws prescribe:
Fully Shielded lights (0% Upward Light 
Output Ratio-ULOR) for ALL new 
luminaires, public and private, everywhere
Limits on the flux and curfew for signs and 
billboards
Some exceptions to FS for:

Monument and historic building lightings
Very small installations
(equivalent of three <1500 lm lamps)

in Friuli-Venezia-Giulia and Sud Tirol: high 
colour temperature lamps not allowed



Results of the prescriptions
used in the ‘blue’ regions

Results in Lombardia since 2000 :
Almost all of the NEW public 
installations are FS. 80% of private 
(industry) too.
Some of old luminaires replaced with FS 
(may be 30%, but several small cities are 
already fully converted)
Anyway, the installed flux increased
about 80%



So, what happened to the 
sky brightness?



So, what happened to the 
sky brightness?

Total sky brightness at San Benedetto Po 
Observatory
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Updated from:
Falchi, F., 
2011, 
Campaign of 
sky brightness 
and extinction 
measurements 
using a 
portable CCD 
camera



New installations are far less polluting, 
being Fully Shielded
A lot of old fixtures (expecially road 
lighting) has been converted/changed to
Fully Shielded
So, we got a decrease in the direct light, 
the most polluting

The sky brightness growth stopped
despite the flux increase, why?



Clearly: NO!
Once the FS conversion will be
completed, the flux growth will
overwhelm the so hard obtained gain in 
fixture shieldings
We need to get a REDUCTION of light 
pollution, like all other pollutants
How?

Is this enought?



Change from HPS to white LED
This imply:

Increased health consequences
Growth of scotopic brightness of the night sky

In 25 years the conversion will be completed:
With the usual 5% yearly increase in photopic flux
3.4x increase in flux * 3x scotopic brightness of

white LED
10x increase of night sky scotopic brightness

Business as usual scenario



Blue light at night is the worst
for our circadian rhythms

2.5Incandescent 65 W

5.4Natural White LED

3.4Metal Halide

<0.30LPS

1HPS

Melatonin 
suppression 
effect

(relative to HPS)

Lamp type

Falchi, F., et al., (2011) Limiting the impact of light pollution on human health, 
environment and stellar visibility, Journal of Environmental Management
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Melatonin suppression efficacy of some lamps



Blue light at night is the worst
for our circadian rhythms (2)

Melatonin Suppression Index
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Data to make the graph taken from: Aube´ M, Roby J, Kocifaj M (2013) Evaluating 
Potential Spectral Impacts of Various Artificial Lights on Melatonin Suppression, 
Photosynthesis, and Star Visibility, PLoS ONE 



Blue light at night is the worst
for the night sky visibility

Scotopic Brightness of the night sky
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Data to make the graph taken from: Luginbuhl CB, et al. The impact of light source 
spectral power distribution on sky glow. Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy and 
Radiative Transfer (2013)



Main rules that can and must be 
adopted Worldwide

1. Zero direct upward light from
luminaires everywhere

2. Define lower luminance & illuminance
levels required by standard norms

3. Protection of the scotopic and melatonin 
suppression band

4. Light on ONLY when and where
someone is there to see

5. Immediately stop the increase of the 
installed flux, then decrease the total 
flux



Rule 1: Zero direct upward
light from luminaires

Direct upward flux is the main cause of 
artificial sky brightness outside cities
Screen by buildings and surroundings may
be effective only when fixtures are much
lower than buildings and in narrow roads
(and only in direction perpendicular to the 
road).
When all lights will be Fully Shielded (FS), 
then skyglow far from sources will be
strongly minimized



2nd rule:
lower the luminance levels

Most of Europe is lighted at far lower
levels than required by EN 13201
New installations and replacements, 
following the norm, use several times the 
previous values; often, levels higher than
prescribed by norms are used!
To lower light pollution we must limit the 
required luminance levels (now EN 
13201 requires MINIMUM of 0.3 to 2 
cd/m2)



new rule:
Protection of the blue band
Proposal:

Ban of the blue portion of the spectrum
emitted by lamps (under 500-540 nm)

How?
Lamps should emit  an energy flux in the 
protected range (below 500 or 540 nm) equal or 
lower than that emitted by the standard HPS 
lamp on a basis of equal photopic output
Or follow the new Chile’s norma luminica: La 
radiancia espectral entre 380 nm y 499 nm no 
podrá superar el 15% de la radiancia espectral
entre 380 nm y 780 nm
Canary islands Ley del Cielo imposes LPS/PC 
Amber LED type lights after midnight



4th rule: Light on ONLY when and 
where there is someone

Turn on lights when needed: this is now
possible with LEDs because they can be
turned on immediately!
In all new installation with LEDs it should
be mandatory to:

use LED with low blue content
use a movement sensor to turn on the LEDs
Maintain lights off or at 1/10th of the usual
lighting levels when none is there to see



A dream: no more lights outside
towns (or where there are no 
pedestrians)!
How?



Infrared cameras may help



Driverless cars don’t need street
lights!



5th rule: reverse the trend of the 
installed flux

A stop in the installed flux growth is
required
Then a decrase of the installed flux to
eco-compatible levels

This does not mean a stop to all new
installations:

It means that if a municipality want to install new
lights, then it has to lower the lighting levels where
they are too high
This will force to automatically choose low lighting
levels for the new installations



What can be obtained on 
the sky?

We have the potential to reverse the 
growth and, combining all the 
prescriptions, to have artificial sky
brightness at least ten times lower
than today



From: Duriscoe, Luginbuhl, Moore
Measuring Night-Sky Brightness with a Wide-Field CCD Camera
PASP 119: 192–213, 2007 February



To have safe roads and cities free of crime?
The burden of the proof is on who use the 
argument to put lights
Anyway, we are scientists and we want to
know what’s going on
We need to know relationships between:

Road lighting-road accidents
Lighting-crime
LAN-health
LAN-flora and fauna

The main reasons for lighting?



We need:
independent, public funded, research
A register of trials BEFORE they start
The results of all the trials should be
published and public (to lower
publication bias: so that not only the 
positive results will be published)

Road safety



Policy actions should follow the results
Lighting does not increase safety no 
reasons to light
Lighting increases safety

In what conditions, where? (in road crossing, 
in pedestrian crossing, in areas with cars and 
bikers/pedestrian?)
How much, compared to other measures? 
(lowering speed limits, more police on 
roads…)

Road safety (2)



The research should follow the same
rules as in road safety
Policy actions should follow the results
Lighting does not increase security no 
reasons to light
Lighting increases security

For what type of crime, where?
How much, compared to other measures? 
(more police on territory, video surveillance…)

Light-crime



A lot of work here! Some examples:
Know better the time, duration, intensity
of exposoure for circadian disruption
Importance of irradiance on retina or 
luminance of lights in field of view?
Know better the light spectral response of
our body

Is there a spectral opponency?

Light at night-human health



Cancer immune species

Naked mole rat
Blind mole rat
Brandt’s bat
Bowhead whale
All don’t develop cancer
All live in darkness or in 
very dim environment
Just a coincidence?
If not, keep 1/3 of Nobel 
Prize for me! ☺


